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This script will recompile and
delete the games from the

original source code without
any problem (Games with

some types of redirection, like
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CHD (tables), will have errors
in the script). So, the only

limitation is the ROMs that are
added by the games. Some

games, like GT, will not have
any problems, but some others,
like SNK, will have problems.
Q. I don't like the old source
code. How can I get the new
source code? A. If you don't
want to delete the old source
code, do not run this script.

How to Install/Update the app
1. From the extracted

directory, run
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EmuTinyCompile.bat and
accept the default. 2. From the

extracted directory, run
EmuTinyCompileSetup.bat 3.
If any error occurs, it will be

shown. Then press 'n' to
continue. In the Finished!
button, it will ask for the

folder with the new source
code. Press 'y' to continue, and
press 'n' to exit. What's New in

This Release: ￭ Updated
depend.txt ￭ Fixed CHD

removing ￭ Fixed other minor
bugs Emu Tiny Compile
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Features: 1. Compile CHD,
UMD or NSF games with DIP

and 4k models 2. Compile
Clones, Not Working and
CHD games without DIP

models 3. Emu Tiny Compile
has an option to compile CHD,

Clones, Not Working and
CHD games without DIP
models, but for the last 2

options, some models will be
left without any code. 4.

Compile games with
Redirections 5. Compile

games from the redirection
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tables, for CHD and Clones 6.
Compile games from

ClrMame tables, for CHD and
Clones 7. Compile games from
SmlMame tables, for CHD and

Clones 8. It works with:
Win98/Me/2000/XP What's

New in This Release: ￭
Updated depend.txt ￭ Fixed

CHD removing ￭ Fixed other
minor bugs Emu Tiny Compile

Error Messages: This script
will recompile and delete the

games from the original source
code without any problem
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(Games with some types of
redirection, like CHD (tables),

will have
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Emu Tiny Compile Crack+

Emu Tiny Compile is a utility
that, from the executable and
the source code of a build of
MAME, create new source
code. If you overwrite the old
source code with the new one
and compile it, a MAME
executable without some
games will be create. The
games can be Not Working,
CHD and/or Clones. This is
useful if you want to delete
this games from your har disk
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with a rom manager, like
ClrMame. Known Issues: ￭
Emu Tiny Compile ignores
require_media and
require_rom ￭ Not tested on
Emu Tiny for CHD Release
Notes: 1.1.0 - 2017-06-10 ￭
Updated depend.txt ￭ Fixed
CHD removing ￭ Fixed other
minor bugs -- João Pereira I
am pleased to announce a new
version of the MegaDriver 3.1
emulator for the MAME-DEV
project. This emulator
currently supports MAME
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version 0.45 and 0.47, but I
hope to add support for
MAME 0.49 and 0.50 as well.
The main goal for this release
was to add support for new
blocks and save states for the
various cartridge interfaces
found in MAME 0.49, which
should make games like
Nintendo World
Championship Tennis possible.
This release is a bit smaller in
size than previous ones, due to
the fact that it only contains
changes and bug fixes, plus
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some new features that weren't
previously documented. As
usual, this version can be
downloaded as an offline zip
file, and I recommend using
the same version number as
the MAME version you are
using, so that you can track any
potential regression issues.
What's New in This Release: ￭
Added support for MAME
0.49 cartridge interfaces ￭
Added support for save states
in cartridge interfaces ￭
Added media functions for
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Load/Save/Pause ￭ Added
support for
Rewind/FastForward/Record ￭
Added support for change area
in cartridge interfaces ￭
Added track mode support for
cartridge interfaces ￭ Added a
bugfix for world championship
tennis (not working correctly
on the lowest MAME version)
￭ Added support for SDL2 on
Windows (due to lack of
support in SDL2, MAME is
not yet compatible with SDL2)
￭ Updated depend.txt ￭ Fixed
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sound, sprite, and

What's New in the?

Emu Tiny Compile is an utility
that, from the executable and
the source code of a build of
MAME, create new source
code. If you overwrite the old
source code with the new one
and compile it, a MAME
executable without some
games will be create. The
games can be Not Working,
CHD and/or Clones. This is
useful if you want to delete
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this games from your har disk
with a rom manager, like
ClrMame. What's New in This
Release: ￭ Updated depend.txt
￭ Fixed CHD removing ￭
Fixed other minor bugs
Version 0.91 No Bugs Fixed
Version 0.9 Added: ￭ Fixed
CHD removing ￭ Added other
minor features Description:
Emu Tiny Compile is an utility
that, from the executable and
the source code of a build of
MAME, create new source
code. If you overwrite the old
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source code with the new one
and compile it, a MAME
executable without some
games will be create. The
games can be Not Working,
CHD and/or Clones. This is
useful if you want to delete
this games from your har disk
with a rom manager, like
ClrMame. What's New in This
Release: ￭ Fixed CHD
removing ￭ Fixed other minor
bugs Description: Emu Tiny
Compile is an utility that, from
the executable and the source
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code of a build of MAME,
create new source code. If you
overwrite the old source code
with the new one and compile
it, a MAME executable
without some games will be
create. The games can be Not
Working, CHD and/or Clones.
This is useful if you want to
delete this games from your
har disk with a rom manager,
like ClrMame. What's New in
This Release: ￭ Fixed CHD
removing ￭ Fixed other minor
bugs Version 0.9 No Bugs
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Fixed Version 0.7 Added: ￭
Added CHD removing ￭ Fixed
other minor bugs Description:
Emu Tiny Compile is an utility
that, from the executable and
the source code of a build of
MAME, create new source
code. If you overwrite the old
source code with the new one
and compile it, a MAME
executable without some
games will be create. The
games can be Not Working,
CHD and/or Clones. This is
useful if you want to delete
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this games from your har disk
with a rom manager, like
ClrMame. What's New in This
Release: ￭ Added CHD
removing ￭ Fixed other minor
bugs
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System Requirements:

A high-end computer system.
A fast broadband internet
connection is required for this
game to work properly. You
need 8GB+ free disk space for
the installer and additional
storage for the program.
Minimum RAM of 4GB
(32-bit) or 6GB (64-bit). You
will be required to have an
Adobe Flash Player installed.
Exotic Steel is a unique game
that has an amazingly simple
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game play concept. Exotic
Steel is a fun, 3-D action game
that combines real time
strategy and first
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